
 

Dear Allentown Rotary Club Foundation, 

Greetings to you from Ratha, SC Scholarship Coordinator. Please enjoy reading your scholars’ correspondence. 

Here are the names of all the courses I studied in my 1st Semester: 

Sokong: Subjects I learnt in semester one are Introduction of public administration, Khmer history, political 

science, English computer, introduction to sociality 

Would you like to know about my favorite subject this semester and something important in this subject for my 

future plans? 

Sokong: My favorite subject in this semester is Khmer history science. Because I will be a person who has a good 

management and a Khmer history expert in this management 

Now that I am a university student, these are special skills and abilities that I am discovering that I have: 

Sokong: I am discovering that special skill and ability I have in this semester is read more books to get good 

experiences of study. Become a strong woman has to have good education. In addition, reading is help me to 

learn about the environment around me.  

I would like to describe one specific experience to help you know more about my life now in University. 

Sokong: One Specific experience of my university life is set the time properly. Study in the city is kind of hard of 

managing time. It’s because of the traffic jam everywhere that makes workers, students struggling in arrive 

school on time or get to the office early. So my experience is I have to get up early, cook food for breakfast and 

lunch (I don’t come back home till evening) and get ready for school. I normally go to school quite early 1 hour 

before class start. So I don’t stress with the traffic. 

I would like to tell you about an unexpected happy experience that I had in my 1st semester. 

Sokong: An unexpected happy experience I had in first semester was getting to know experienced professors 

who teach for more than ten years, they encourage me and everyone in the class to study hard and us aware 

the environment in the city. I was so surprise. Also, my classmates are from different provinces and we had our 

provincial slang that we sometimes get confused when we explain the lesson to each other. The lesson and 

assignments are difficult but I felt good to discuss and do it with my classmates. 
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Here is one main challenge that I met in this semester and how I am solving it: 

Sokong: The challenge I met in this semester is go to school. I go to school by bike. It takes about 40 mins to get 

to school. Traffic in Phnom Penh is not the same as in Pursat, there are traffic light everywhere and I have to be 

punctual so the solution is I ride my bike early in the morning and I pack some food and eat at school get to 

school on time. 

When I was free from university, I went to do more research and I always read book, I do the laundry, prepare 

my room. My room where I rent was small so I need to make it tidy to get some spare place to sit to read some 

books. 

My special thanks to you, my sponsor. 

Thank you for supporting me, I will study hard. I wish you with the best of time with family. 

My name Veng Sokong 


